The problem of optimally placing data on disks (ODP) to maximize disk-access performance, has long been recognized as important. Solutions to this problem have been reported for some widely available disk technologies, such as magnetic optical CAV and CLV disks. However, important new technologies, such as multi-zone magnetic disks have been recently introduced. For such technologies no formal solution to the ODP problem has been reported. In this paper we rst identify the fundamental characteristics of disk-device technologies which in uence the solution to the ODP problem. We survey related work and we contribute a comprehensive solution to the problem that covers all currently available disk technologies. We show how our comprehensive solution can be reduced to the solutions for existing disk technologies, contributing thus a solution to the ODP problem for multi-zone disks. We validate our analytical solution through detailed simulations and through its reduction to the known solutions for special cases. Finally, we study how the solution for multi-zone disks is a ected by the disk and problem characteristics, such as the seek cost and storage capacity slopes, the transfer times, the block size, the access distributions, etc.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a set of objects stored on a disk device. The geometry of a disk drive partitions a platter's surface into a set of concentric tracks, which are in turn partitioned into a number of sectors. Sectors are the minimum unit of data that can be read and recorded from/onto a disk. Also, consecutive tracks from all the platters of the drive are grouped to form cylinders. Information is read and written onto the platter surfaces using a per-platter-surface read-write head. Each read-write head is attached to a headarm mechanical assembly which positions all the read-write heads onto the cylinder and its tracks which will be accessed. Finally, the disk pack is constantly revolving with the help of a spindle. When a request for a sector is issued, the head-arm assembly must travel and be positioned on the cylinder in which the qualifying sector resides. (This is called a seek operation.) Then, the disk must rotate so that the target sector be brought under the head. After this rotational delay, the sector can be transferred.
A measure of the access performance of storage devices is the expected latency for accessing a set of objects. Such a set of objects could be a set of records that qualify in a query. The cost for accessing a set of stored data objects largely depends on the placement of these objects on the storage medium. For example, typically a big part of the access cost of disks is the cost attributed to seek operations. The cost of these operations is a direct function of the placement of the objects on the media. For instance, a le stored at the outer tracks of a disk has very high average access cost because typically a long seek must take place before transferring. The expected cost would be smaller if we put the le closer to the middle cylinder of the disk. Intuitively, there is a position on the disk for which the average access cost is minimal. Among all possible permutations of the positions of the les, there is one that minimizes the total expected cost. We refer to that placement as the optimal data placement and to the related problem of determining this data placement, as optimal data placement problem.
The problem is formulated as follows: given the access probability for each object, we would like to determine the optimal placement on the disk for them so that accessing any number of these objects incurs the minimum cost. The optimal placement of objects on disks is very much dependent on the underlying disk technology. In general, the fundamental characteristics of disk device technologies are their magnetic/optical nature, the angular and linear velocities, their storage capacities, and their transfer rates. Current disk technologies di er in terms of these characteristics. Angular and linear velocities, storage capacities, and transfer rates are made constant or variable in di erent existing disk products.
In CAV disks, data are read or written while keeping constant the angular velocity of the disk. The tracks of a CAV disk are concentric and the revolution axis (spindle) passes through the center of the tracks and is perpendicular to the disk surface. The sectors become more elongated as we move away from the revolution axis, resulting in a smaller recording density (bits/inch). This results in a waste of storage space since the outer tracks contain the same number of sectors as the inner ones do. Therefore, the track capacity and the time to read/write a sector (transfer rate) are constant throughout the platter.
Recently, a new technology of magnetic disks emerged, which we call the multi-zone CAV disk technology (MCAV). In such a disk, the cylinders are divided into successive groups of cylinders, called zones. Within each zone, the track capacity, in terms of number of sectors, as well as the transfer rate (i.e., time to read a sector) is the same. However, a track in a cylinder of a given zone, contains more sectors than the track in a cylinder of the neighboring zone closer to the platter center. As a result, since the angular velocity remains constant, the transfer rate of the outer zones is higher than the transfer rate of the inner ones. This happens because in the outer cylinders the linear velocities are higher, meaning that more sectors per unit of time pass beneath the disk head. MCAV disks have become very popular due to their higher storage capacities and average transfer rates. These two characteristics make MCAV disks very attractive for many applications such as multimedia which demand large storage capacities and transfer rates.
Another disk type, strongly bound with the optical disks, is the Constant Linear Velocity (CLV) disk. In this technology for optical disks the recording density (bits/inch) remains constant throughout the disk platter. Thus, outer tracks have higher storage capacities than inner ones. The constant linear velocity of optical disks results in a constant transfer rate. In order for this to happen, the CLV format disks adjust their angular velocity, decreasing it as we move to outer tracks. Furthermore, instead of concentric tracks, these disks have a single spiral track. We can still de ne tracks due to the high storage density of CLV disks. This can be done by considering a radial line of the disk. A "track" is lying between two successive intersections of the spiral track with the radial line. The set of the successive tracks which all have the same capacity (in number of sectors) can be viewed as forming a zone, similarly to MCAV disks.
The following As previously stated, the optimal placement depends on the disk technology. The reason for this dependence is that at least one of the seek, rotational and transfer parameters changes if the disk technology is changed. The rotational delay and the transfer cost components of the CAV disks cannot in uence the optimal data placement. Since the angular velocity and the storage capacity per track are constant, it follows that the rotational delay to access an object is constant. For the same reasons the transfer rate is also independent of the object's position on the disk. Therefore, for CAV disks, the optimal data placement is only a ected by the seek cost component.
For CLV disks, in addition to the seek cost, the rotational latency also varies across the disk surface. This follows since the angular velocity for CLV disks decreases as we move to the outer tracks. Thus, to obtain the optimal data placement the average sum of these costs should be minimized.
In MCAV disks again more than one cost components must be considered when developing an analytical solution for the optimal data placement problem. MCAV disks have both variable storage capacities and variable transfer rates. So, to obtain an optimal placement the transfer cost must be minimized in addition to the seek cost.
In the following sections we will rst survey the results of related work regarding the optimal data placement in magnetic CAV and CLV optical disks. Subsequently, we will develop a comprehensive solution to the optimal placement problem. This comprehensive solution is reducible to the known solutions for the CAV and CLV disks. In addition, it is reducible to the solution for the MCAV disks (for which, to our knowledge, no analytical solution exists). Assuming that the access probabilities of the data are known a priori, we will calculate the position of each object on the disk, so that the expected access cost is minimized.
A Survey of Related Work

Optimal Data Placement for CAV Magnetic Disks
In CAV disks, the angular velocity remains constant resulting in a full platter revolution time which is independent of position. The expected rotational delay of CAV disks, i.e., the latency for a randomly positioned sector on the track to be brought under the head, is equal to half of a full revolution time. This stems from the fact that when the head reaches the destination track, after receiving the read/write command for a target sector, the expected position of that sector is half of a track length away from the head. And since every track revolves with constant time, the expected rotational delay is equal to half a revolution time, i.e., the scan time of half of the track. In addition, the transfer cost, and thus the average transfer cost, is constant due to the constant sector read time. So, the expected random access cost that an optimal data placement should minimize, is the seek cost.
The solution for the optimal data placement for CAV disks ( 6, 7, 14, 15, 16] ), consists of the following arrangement: The object set O 1 contains the most frequently accessed objects which t in one track. O 1 should be placed in the middle track of the disk. O 2 is de ned similarly and should be placed next to O 1 etc. This object arrangement, given their access probabilities, is known as the organ pipe permutation and is illustrated in Figure 1 . The solution of the optimal data placement problem for CAV disks, is not applicable to CLV disks because the storage distribution assumed for CAV disks is di erent from that of CLV disks. CLV disks have skewed storage capacity over the set of tracks; tracks closer to the outer edge have more sectors than the tracks nearer the inner edge. This feature, together with the constant linear velocity of the disk, results in a variable expected rotational delay which is one of the dominating components of the access cost metric. Of course, the seek factor should also be considered.
CLV disks have a constant storage density and constant data transfer rate. This fact, combined with the constant linear velocity, implies that the disks' angular velocity decreases as we move towards the outer tracks. In CLV disks, placing the data objects close to the middle of the disk may minimize the average seek cost. However, the expected rotational delay is increased compared to, say, that incurred for sectors in the innermost tracks. This follows since the angular velocity is lower at the middle track. Therefore, fewer sectors are scanned during a full platter revolution. On the other hand, a strategy that places the data in the inner tracks, minimizes the rotational cost, but the expected seek cost is increased. Intuitively, the optimal data placement will be somewhere between the middle and the innermost track.
In 4], an expression was developed for the optimal placement for CLV disks. In that work the problem was solved for a special case of the probability access distribution. According to this restriction, the data were divided into two groups, one with a high access probability and one with a low access probability. Then, the optimal position for the data group with the higher access probability was determined.
Finally, an attempt to extend the access probability distribution model into a general distribution was made. This was achieved by applying the previous analysis iteratively. In the rst iteration the probability distribution is reduced into two distinct values, a high one (P 1 ) and a low one (P 2 ), and the optimal position m of the P 1 group is determined. In the second iteration, the P 1 area, is considered to be a separate disk and is again divided into two areas, one with a high access probability (P 0 1 ) and one with a low one (P 0 2 ), and another optimal position m 0 is estimated for the P 0 1 area. This procedure continues until the placement problem becomes trivial, i.e. the high access probability area equals to one track.
Goals and Motivations
Neither CAV nor CLV optimal data placement results can be applied to MCAV disks. The reason is that in CAV disks the average rotational delay and transfer cost are constant making the average seek cost the dominant component for the random access cost. On the other hand, in CLV disks, the average transfer cost is constant making the average rotational delay and seek cost the cost components that a ect the average random access cost. MCAV disks have a skewed capacity distribution over the set of the tracks and variable transfer rates which depend on the zone from which data are read. Tracks of zones closer to the outer edge have more sectors than the tracks of zones nearer the inner edge and the transfer rate of the outer zones is higher than the rate of the inner ones. On the other hand, although the skewed storage capacity distribution seems to imply variations in the expected rotational delay, this is not true. The reason is that the angular velocity remains constant, which results in a constant average rotational delay equal to half of a full revolution time. Therefore, the variable cost parameters involved are the seek and the transfer cost. Finally, because of the constant angular velocity and the almost constant length (inches) of the sectors of the MCAV disks, the rate of increase of the transfer rate is (almost) equal to the rate of the increase of the track storage capacity.
Thus, there are available disk technologies for which there is no known analytical solution to the problem of optimal data placement (e.g., MCAV disks). In addition, even if a solution for MCAV disks was developed, new solutions might be needed for future disk technologies. In this paper, we address these concerns by rst developing a unifying solution for optimal data placement. Subsequently, we show how this solution can be reduced to solutions for existing disk technologies. We validate our analytical solution with results from detailed simulations and by reduction to the known solutions for its special cases. Finally, we contribute a solution for MCAV magnetic disks. MCAV disks represent a signi cant development since they o er increased storage capacities and transfer rates. This fact makes them very attractive for demanding applications such as multimedia systems. Hence, a solution to the optimal data placement problem for MCAV disks can prove very bene cial for such applications.
A Comprehensive Solution
In the general case, there are three costs that make the di erence in a random access in the disk: the seek cost, the rotational delay and the transfer cost. The average seek cost always depends on the distance that the disk head has to travel. Therefore, the average seek cost will always be a term in the random access cost function. The average rotational delay is equal to half of a full platter revolution since, on average, we have to wait for half of the target track to pass beneath the head before starting reading/writing a block of data. If the disk rotates with a constant angular velocity then the mean rotational delay is constant. So, this delay has to be taken into account only in those disks in which the platter does not rotate with a constant angular velocity (e.g., CLV disks). Third, the average transfer cost depends on the time needed for a sector to be read in the landing track. The less this time is, the higher the transfer rate. So, the transfer cost must be considered in the expected access cost function for the disks which have variable read sector times. The zoned disks are an example of disks with variable transfer rate.
In this section, we will develop a solution for the optimal data placement problem for a comprehensive disk model. Our unifying disk model will allow for variable average velocities and variable transfer rates. The former introduces a variable average rotational delay, while the latter implies a variable average transfer cost. Therefore, the expected random access cost metric of our comprehensive model will incorporate the rotational cost, the transfer cost and, of course, the seek cost. The objective in the following analysis is to provide a data placement that minimizes this expected random access cost metric.
It is generally agreed that a general access probability distribution would make very hard every attempt to develop a closed formula solution for the problem. Therefore, in our analysis, we will restrict the object access probabilities to two values ( 4] ), a high one and a low one. Although this is an obvious restriction, the essence of the placement problem is retained. Moreover, in some cases, this model is directly applicable. This occurs when the exact probability distribution is not known, but instead we only know that there are some data which are accessed more frequently than the rest. A generalization of the probability distribution is possible by applying the iterative procedure mentioned in the previous section.
First, we will present the access models. These models consist of the three variable cost parameters involved into the expected access cost expression (seek, rotational and transfer delays) and the manner in which we access the data (probability distribution and relationship between accesses). Next, we will present an analysis that will result in the optimal data placement determination. Finally, we will show how one can derive the optimal data placement solution for some of the currently available disk technologies (i.e., CAV, CLV, MCAV). storage capacity slope k seek cost slope a time to read the middle disk position F 1 read sector time in the middle disk position F 2 access probability of a hot vs a cold sector P 1 =P 2 portion of disk covered with hot data r block size (in number of sectors) B storage capacity at disk position x C(x) read sector time at disk position x h(x) total number of tracks T middle disk position of hot disk area m
The Disk and the Access Cost Models
As already stated, our unifying disk model will have variable storage capacity and transfer rate. The track (or cylinder) capacity and the transfer rate will increase while moving towards the outer disk edge.
Solving for the optimal data placement using a discrete expression, gives rise to many computational problems. These di culties can be overcome by mapping the discrete model into a continuous one. The large capacities of today's disks make such a mapping reasonable. Then, we will try to place, in an optimal manner, probability masses, instead of qualifying sectors, across the disk. Finally, we will use the solution for the continuous model to determine the optimal data placement for the discrete one.
Storage Capacity and Transfer Rate Distribution
A track (disk) position in our model ranges from 0, for the innermost track, to 1, for the outermost track. Therefore, the position of the middle track is 0.5. We will determine the storage capacity distribution in terms relative to the middle position of the continuous model. The storage capacity of the middle position is by de nition one unit. The slope of the storage distribution is denoted by k and the intercept, i.e., the capacity of the innermost position, is denoted by l (Figure 2) . Therefore, the capacity of a position x on the disk is:
C(x) = k x + l; 0 x 1; 0 l 1; 0 k 2 Since the capacity of a track is a positive value, l cannot be less than zero. In addition, the middle track capacity is always greater than or equal to the innermost track capacity, resulting in a maximum l value of 1. The minimum value for the slope k is zero (i.e., C(x) is parallel to the x-axis) and occurs when l equals 1. The maximum value for k occurs when l equals to 0. When this happens, the vertices A and D coincide and from the similarity of the triangles ABC and AEF we gain the analogy: BC EF = AC AF ) k , we derive that k = 0:5263.
We will follow the same way to model the read sector time distribution. We will express the read sector time in terms relative to the middle position of the disk. Given the relative ) where x is a position on the disk.
By de nition, the time to read a sector from the middle disk position (0.5) is 1 time unit. The sector read time of the innermost position can never be less than the sector read time of the middle disk position, resulting in a minimum value for g equal to 1. We can see from Figure 2 that when g increases, the slope ?f decreases and, therefore, f increases, and vice versa. Because h(1) = 0 , g = f holds, g is maximized meaning that f is also maximized.
When this happens, the vertices B and C coincide and f is equal to the tangent EF FC = 1=0:5 = 2. The minimum value for f is observed in uniform sector read time distribution (?fx + g = g; 8x ) f = 0). As in the case with the storage capacity distribution, the intercept g can be expressed as a function of the slope ?f. The .
Random Access Probability Distribution
Our model assumes that sector requests are independent of each other. In addition, we restrict the access probabilities to two values, P 1 and P 2 (P 1 > P 2 ), relative to each other (e.g. P 1 = 16 and P 2 = 1 means that P 1 , relatively to P 2 , is 16 times greater). We denote the proportion of point masses (e.g., the proportion of sectors in the discrete model) with relative access probability P 1 by r and the proportion accessed with probability P 2 , by 1 ? r ( Figure 3 ). Sector access probability 1-r Figure 3 : Access probability distribution
Letting be the number of probability points (its discrete equivalent is the total number of the sectors) and N = P 1 r + P 2 (1 ? r) be a normalizing factor, then the absolute access probability of a probability point having relative probability density value P 1 is P 1 N 1 , and for a point with relative probability P 2 is P 2 N 1 : P(a point is accessed with relative prob. P 1 ) = P 1 N 1
P(a point is accessed with relative prob. P 2 ) = P 2 N 1 (4)
The formulas that we develop here refer to the costs incurred at the middle track (position) of the disk. The seek cost function has two branches, one for the acceleration phase (square root function of distance) and one for the linear phase (linear function of distance) ( 10] ). However, in order to handle the mathematics that follow, we consider a simpli ed seek model. The seek cost function is given by the cost function of the
A second simpli cation is that, we will not model proximal window accesses 3 of optical disks. The reason is that the number of window accesses is negligible compared to the number of seek accesses.
As mentioned, the average rotational delay is usually modeled as half revolution. Therefore, the rotational delay, at disk position x, is:
Rd
where h(x) is the read sector time at position x, F 1 is the time to read the middle disk position, and C(x) is the storage capacity of disk position x. The cost for transferring a block depends upon the time required to read a sector. Letting B be the block size in number of sectors and F 2 the time to read a sector from the middle disk position, the transfer cost function becomes:
Tr(x) = h(x) F 2 B; 0 x 1
1 This model for the seek cost, although not accurate in general, allows us to accurately model the cost of long seeks which, in many applications ( 1, 12] ), constitute the large majority of seek operations ( 8] ). This follows since in many applications the load on disks is very light. This fact implies that even if a Scan-like scheduling algorithm is used it will operate with very small queues and thus cannot signi cantly reduce the average seek distance. Additionally, even if most accesses hit a small hot area on the disk a single linear function can again approximate the real cost for these short seeks. (The analyses for the optimal placement problems found in the literature were also based on a single linear seek cost function 7, 4, 5].) 2 Let us illustrate the derivation for the value of a. Denote the seek cost slope a real , the total number of cylinders T real , and a given seek distance (in number of cylinders) d real for the HP C2200A disk. We must have a real d real =a d. We have that d =d real =T real . Thus a =a real T real 3 In optical disks, there are two ways of accessing a track: a proximal window mode, for tracks very close to the source track, and a seek mode, for the rest of the track accesses ( 2], 3], 5]). In the proximal window access mode there is no seek operation. Instead, a nearby targeted track can be accessed by simply diverting the laser beam onto it. where x is the disk position from which the block is accessed and h(x) is the read time of a single sector at position x.
The Expected Random Access Cost
We initially develop a discrete expression for the expected random access cost and then extend it to the continuous domain. The expected access cost is computed by summing the costs for successive accesses to each possible pair of initial and destination positions on the disk. Because the successive accesses are independent, each term of the sum must be weighted by the product of the access probability of the initial and the destination position. Then, the discrete cost function, for the continuous model, is:
where T is the total number of tracks, i and j are the initial and the target position (track) on the disk respectively, Pm(i) is the probability of accessing position i, Sk( ji?jj T ) is the seek cost between positions i and j, Rd( j T ) is the rotational delay at position j, and Tr( j T ) is the transfer cost at position j.
Expanding equation (8), using the simpli cations
Pm(i) = 1 and
We are now ready to move to the continuous domain. This can be done by letting the total number of the tracks T shift to in nity (T ! 1). Then, the rst two terms of the discrete expression (9) become:
Pm ( Pm(x)Tr(x)dx (10) 
Consecutivity and Unimodality
Below we give two results about the form which an optimal object placement will take 4 . Speci cally, a position on the continuous disk (i.e., a track in the discrete model) must contain only probability masses of one of the two subsets, P 1 and P 2 . Additionally, the form of any solution must be unimodal, meaning that in an optimal placement, the probability masses from the P 1 group must be placed as close together as possible.
Consecutivity : In an optimal arrangement, there cannot exist two disk portions x and y (x 6 = y), such that there are two probability points p 1 and p 3 at position x and one point p 2 at position y, such that p 1 < p 2 < p 3 .
In other words, the sectors that are assigned to a particular track must be ordered in a speci c manner. Exploiting this arrangement, their access probabilities must be sorted. For instance, the track that contains the most frequently accessed sector should also contain the second most frequently accessed sector, etc (see Figure 4a) .
Unimodality : There cannot exist three disk portions x, y and z with access probabilities P 1 , P 2 and P 1 (P 1 > P 2 ) respectively such that the inequality x < y < z holds.
This means that all the P 1 probability mass elements will be as close to each other as possible (i.e., what is shown in Figure 4b is not allowed).
Analysis
The idea behind the following analysis is to break the limits of the integrals already developed (see equation (10)) in order to incorporate the middle of the P 1 area (for which the optimal position is sought) in the expected cost formula. If we achieve that, then we will be able to nd out where this cost is minimized and solve for this optimal position. P > P > P > P > P > P >.... Because of the unimodality theorem, the solution of the optimal data placement problem will be given by determining the position of the P 1 probability mass on the disk. More precisely, the solution will be the estimation of the middle point of the P 1 area. We denote this point as m: m = X l + X r 2 where X l and X r is the left and right boundary, respectively, of the P 1 area. The relevant variables are illustrated in Figure 5 . The estimation of m will be in terms of these parameters. (11) and therefore: w = r C(m) (12) Note, that the total area equals to 1, i.e., = (12) and (5) Given these bounds and that N = P 1 r+P 2 (1?r), and using the expressions (3) and (4) we can specify our probability assignment function:
Our expected access cost (equation (10)) is:
The rst two terms of the above expression are the expected seek cost of our model and the last two terms are the expected rotational and transfer delays. Substituting the probability assignment function of equation (13) C(x)C(y)(y ? x)dydx (15) The third component of the right side of equation (14) 
C(x)h(x)dx
We then substitute the three cost components in the cost expression and a random access cost expression is derived, as a function of the middle of the P 1 area. In order to simplify the expression we set P 2 = 1. Using the Maple symbolic mathematics package ( 9]) we obtain the expression for the cost metric.
Cost(k; f; a; b; P 1 ; r; B; F 1 ; F 2 ; m) = ? 
where C 1 is an expression output by Maple which is ten pages long and therefore we omitted. The optimal value for m will be derived by rst nding the derivative of the cost expression with respect to m, and then solving for m the equation: @Cost(k; f; a; b; P 1 ; r; B; F 1 ; F 2 ; m) @m = 0 (17) Determining the roots of the derivative we end up with only one that is lying in the interval 0; 1] which is our optimal position (m optimal ).
Optimal Position for CAV Disks
In order to derive the optimal position for the CAV disks, we need to adjust the parameters of our comprehensive model. The track capacity of the CAV is constant throughout the disk so we just set k = 0. Additionally, the transfer rate in a CAV disk is constant implying that the rate of change of the transfer rate is f = 0. Substituting k = f = 0 in equation (17) we get: m optimal = 0:5 This is the expected result for CAV disks which implies that our hottest data should be placed in the middle of the disk and it agrees with the organ pipe permutation.
Optimal Position for CLV Disks
For the CLV disks the transfer rate is constant while the track capacity increases when we travel away from the disk center. This means that the slope of the transfer rate should be set to 0 (f = 0), while the storage capacity slope is greater that zero. Setting f = 0 in equation (17) we get the optimal position which matches the one developed in 4].
Optimal Position for MCAV Disks
For the MCAV disks, both the storage capacity and the transfer rate vary. The constraint, however, is that, because the angular velocity and the physical size of a sector are constant, the rate with which the track capacity increases is equal to the rate with which the read sector time decreases. In terms of mathematics, the slope of transfer rate should be the negative of the slope of the storage capacity distribution. From this we get that: f = ?k Additionally, because the average rotational delay is constant throughout the disk, we should set the F 1 parameter to 0.
With the help of the Maple package, and using the constraint f = ?k, we solve for the optimal position for the MCAV disk: In this section we report on the results of our e orts to validate the analytical solution for the optimal data placement problem derived earlier for the MCAV disk. We run our simulator many times, for various disk con gurations and user behaviours. In each run we let only one of the parameters k, a, P 1 , B, F 2 , and r, be a free variable. For each value of a free variable, we placed our hot data in consecutive positions on the disk surface, and we measured the average access cost per request. Clearly, there is always one position on the disk for which the average access cost is minimized. Then we plotted the disk position for which the average access cost is minimized, as a function of the free variable.
In Figures 6 we show how our analytical results compare against the results derived from the simulations. As we can see, there is a very close match. 
Performance and Data Placement in MCAV Disks
In Figures 7-13 we show how the optimal position is a ected by the disk and the data parameters. These parameters are the slope of storage capacity (k), the slope of the seek cost (a), the ratio of the access probability of the most popular data and the less popular ones (P 1 =P 2 ), the proportion of the data accessed with high probability (r), the block size (B), and the time to read a sector from the middle track (F 2 ). In Figure 7 , we can see that any increase of the storage capacity slope results in an optimal position nearer the outer edge of the disk. This happens for two reasons. First, large storage slopes mean that the outer tracks have larger capacities and, therefore, higher access probabilities. If our hot data are placed in the outer tracks then the head movements will be fewer and will cover shorter distances. Second, the transfer cost in those tracks is reduced. If we increase the seek cost slope a, making a seek more expensive, the position m shifts to the outer track slower. Note that when the storage capacity slope is 0, the optimal position is the middle of the disk, as expected, since then our MCAV is further reduced to a CAV disk model.
Impact of Storage Capacity Slope
Impact of Seek Cost Slope
In Figure 8 , the position m is shifted towards the middle of the disk when the seek cost slope increases. When a is high, an average seek becomes more expensive, if the hot area is placed at the outer tracks, since accesses to the cold data require long seeks. Thus, when the seek dominates the random access cost, we should place our most frequently accessed data closer to the middle tracks. For greater storage capacity slopes, the optimal position m tends to remain closer to the outer edge.
Impact of High Access Probability Figure 9 : Impact of high access probability. Figure 10 : Impact of placement of the hot area on the seek cost. The hotter the most frequently accessed data, the closer to the outer tracks is the optimal position ( Figure 9 ). This happens because for very hot data the head will almost always be lying around these data, thus performing very few long seeks. If we seldomly leave the hot area, then the expected random access cost is minimized close to the outer edge, since both the transfer cost and seek cost are minimized there. The reduction of the transfer cost is obvious since transfer rates are higher in the outer tracks. The seek cost in minimized nearer the edge because in this area the same amount of data occupies fewer tracks. Therefore, the seeks within the hot area will now be shorter resulting in a lower seek cost. The minimization of the seek cost can be seen in Figure 10 .
Impact of Proportion of the Hot Data
The optimal position is a ected by the proportion of the data accessed with high k=0.5, a=20 k=0.5, a=100 k=0.2, a=20 k=0.2, a=100 Figure 11 : Impact of proportion of the most frequently accessed data. probability as shown in Figure 11 . When this proportion increases the optimal position moves away from the center in order to occupy as many "faster" and "larger" tracks as possible. When r becomes the whole of the disk, then the middle position m of the P 1 is shifted to the middle of the disk.
Impact of Block Size
In Figure 12 , we can see that the larger the block size, the more the optimal position is shifted towards the outer disk edge. This is logical since for large blocks the transfer cost becomes more signi cant. The transfer rate at the outer tracks is greater, and, thus, the transfer time paid is minimized nearer the disk edge. For large values of the storage capacity slope (k), the optimal position shifts faster away from the center. For the same values of the storage capacity slope, larger seek cost slopes result in the optimal position staying closer to the middle of the disk.
Impact of Read Sector Time
The slower the disk rotates, the more signi cant the transfer cost becomes. The minimization of the transfer cost occurs when we move to the outer tracks ( Figure 13) . Again, the ratio of the slopes k and a is a measure of the speed with which the optimal position is shifted to the outer tracks. Note that if the read sector time is very small the seek cost slope does not have any impact on the optimal position since the only cost that needs minimization is only the seek cost.
Generally, the optimal position depends strongly on the slope of the storage capacity, the relative access probability between the hot and the cold data, and the slope of the seek cost. Large values of the rst two parameters push the optimal position towards the outer edge of the disk while large values of the latter tend to keep the optimal position near the center of the disk. Finally, note that every disk con guration and two-value access probability distribution the optimal position cannot be lying between the middle and the innermost track.
Conclusions
Solutions to the problem of optimal data placement (ODP) on disk devices are important since they can help signi cantly improve the performance of the storage system, which is critical for many applications. Solutions to the ODP problem for`traditional' disk devices have been developed and reported in the literature. However, newer disk technologies have emerged (such as the multi-zone CAV magnetic disks) for which no formal solutions have been developed. These technologies o er signi cant advantages in terms of higher transfer rates and larger storage capacities. (Furthermore, others may emerge in the future, since it is recognized by all that the I/O subsystems have become the performance bottlenecks). Thus, there is a need to view the ODP problem comprehensively, instead of developing ad hoc solutions for each particular new technology. This paper addresses this issue. We identi ed the fundamental characteristics of disk devices, how these a ect the disk access costs, and how do the solutions to the ODP problem depend on these fundamental characteristics. Subsequently, we developed a formal and comprehensive solution to the ODP problem. Our formal analysis has been validated against detailed simulations of disk accesses. The comprehensive solution is reducible to the known solutions for magnetic CAV and optical CLV disks (providing, thus, another form of validation).
Our solution is also reducible to the solution for the multi-zone CAV disks (and because it is based on the fundamental characteristics of disks can also cover possible future technologies which are based on a combination of these characteristics). In this way, we developed a solution which can be used for existing disk technologies (for which no solution exists) and for possible/future technologies. Our analysis also gave us the opportunity to study in detail the performance of multi-zone disks as that is a ected by the data placement and the particular characteristics of the disks and of the data.
